Abstract. We prove for random variables with values in the space D 0; 1] of cadlag functions | endowed with the supremum metric | that convergence in law is equivalent to nonstandard constructions of internal S -cadlag processes, which represent up to an in nitesimal error the limit process. It is not required as earlier, that the limit process is concentrated on the space C 0; 1]; and therefore the theory is now applicable to a wider class of limit processes as e.g. to Poisson processes or Gaussian processes. If we consider in D 0; 1] the Skorokhod metric | instead of the supremum metric | we obtain a corresponding equivalence to constructions of internal processes with S -separated jumps. We apply these results to functional central limit theorems.
1. Introduction and notations. In 1], 12] and 13] special processes as Brownian motion, Levy's Brownian motion and Brownian bridge were constructed by using nonstandard methods. In 6] it was shown, that all these nonstandard constructions can be derived from a general result by means of suitable invariance principles. An essential assumption in 6] is, that the considered processes a.e. have continuous paths. Therefore a lot of important processes as e.g. the Poisson processes or some Gaussian processes cannot be dealt with these methods. It is the purpose of this paper to close this gap. In order to apply nonstandard methods we work in this paper with a polysaturated nonstandard model. Let Let (M; ) be a metric space with Borel--algebra B. If ( n ; A n ; P n ) are probability spaces and Y n : n ! M are A n ; B-measurable random variables for n 2 N; we denote for h 2 N n N by ( h ; A h ; P h ; Y h ) the nonstandard extension of the sequence N 3 n ! ( n ; A n ; P h ; Y n ) at the point h: Then ( h ; A h ; P h ) is an internal probability space and Y h : h ! M is an internal function with
The nonstandard constructions of processes considered in this paper use the concept of a Loeb-measure which was introduced in 7] and gave nonstandard measure theory and probability theory a fresh impetus. We denote the Loeb-measure derived from P h by P L h :
The following theorem is known, if ( n ; A n ) ( 2.6 Application of 2.2. For each n 2 N let n;1 ; : : : ; n;n be independent random variables with P n f n;k = 1g = p n and P n f n;k = 0g = 1 ?p n for k = 1; : : : ; n: 
